• There are 2 main types of diabetes. Type 1 diabetes occurs when the pancreas is unable to produce insulin. Type 2 diabetes occurs when the pancreas does not produce enough insulin or when the body does not effectively use the insulin that is produced.
• Gestational diabetes is a type of diabetes that is first recognized or begins during pregnancy.
• Monogenic diabetes is a rare disorder caused by genetic defects of beta cell function.
• Prediabetes refers to blood glucose levels that are higher than normal, but not yet high enough to be diagnosed as type 2 diabetes. Although not everyone with prediabetes will develop type 2 diabetes, many people will.
• You should discuss the type of diabetes you have with your diabetes health-care team.
• There are several types of blood tests that can be done to determine if a person has diabetes and, in most cases, a confirmatory blood test is required to be sure.
Definition of Diabetes and Prediabetes
Diabetes mellitus is a heterogeneous metabolic disorder characterized by the presence of hyperglycemia due to impairment of insulin secretion, defective insulin action or both. The chronic hyperglycemia of diabetes is associated with relatively specific longterm microvascular complications affecting the eyes, kidneys and nerves, as well as an increased risk for cardiovascular disease (CVD). The diagnostic criteria for diabetes are based on thresholds of glycemia that are associated with microvascular disease, especially retinopathy.
"Prediabetes" is a practical and convenient term referring to impaired fasting glucose (IFG), impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) (1) or a glycated hemoglobin (A1C) of 6.0% to 6.4%, each of which places individuals at high risk of developing diabetes and its complications.
Classification of Diabetes
The majority of cases of diabetes can be broadly classified into 2 categories: type 1 diabetes and type 2 diabetes, although some cases are difficult to classify. Gestational diabetes (GDM) refers to glucose intolerance with onset or first recognition during pregnancy. The classification of diabetes is summarized in Table 1 . Appendix 2 addresses the etiologic classification of diabetes, including less common forms associated with genetic mutations, diseases of the exocrine pancreas (such as cystic fibrosis), other diseases or drug exposure (such as glucocorticoids, medications to treat HIV/ AIDS, and atypical antipsychotics).
Monogenic diabetes is a rare disorder caused by genetic defects of beta cell function that typically presents in young people (<25 years of age), is noninsulin dependent and is familial, with an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance (2) . Differentiating between type 1, type 2 and monogenic diabetes is important but can be difficult at the time of diagnosis in certain situations. Conflict of interest statements can be found on page S14.
Table 1
Classification of diabetes
• Type 1 diabetes* encompasses diabetes that is primarily a result of pancreatic beta cell destruction with consequent insulin deficiency, which is prone to ketoacidosis. This form includes cases due to an autoimmune process and those for which the etiology of beta cell destruction is unknown.
• Type 2 diabetes may range from predominant insulin resistance with relative insulin deficiency to a predominant secretory defect with insulin resistance. Ketosis is not as common.
• Gestational diabetes mellitus refers to glucose intolerance with onset or first recognition during pregnancy.
• Other specific types include a wide variety of relatively uncommon conditions, primarily specific genetically defined forms of diabetes or diabetes associated with other diseases or drug use (see Appendix 2. Etiologic Classification of Diabetes Mellitus). criteria can reliably make this distinction, but additional testing may be helpful in atypical presentations if knowing the specific diagnosis may alter management. One monogenic form to highlight is neonatal diabetes, which typically presents by 6 months of age and is indistinguishable from type 1 diabetes in its clinical features, but may be amenable to therapy with oral sulfonylurea in place of insulin therapy. For this reason, all infants diagnosed before 6 months of age should have genetic testing. In addition, all people with a diagnosis of type 1 diabetes should be reviewed to determine if diagnosis occurred prior to 6 months of age and, if so, genetic testing should be performed (3) .
Obesity and physical signs of insulin resistance (e.g. acanthosis nigricans) are more common in children and adolescents with type 2 diabetes than type 1 diabetes. In adults, a systematic review of clinical indicators identified age at diagnosis of diabetes <30 to 40 years, and time to needing insulin <1 to 2 years as more predictive of type 1 diabetes than body mass index (BMI) (4) .
The presence of autoimmune markers, such as anti-glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) or anti-islet cell (ICA) autoantibodies, may be helpful in identifying type 1 diabetes and rapid progression to insulin requirement (5), but levels wane over time and they do not have sufficient diagnostic accuracy to be used routinely (6) . In cases where it is difficult to distinguish between type 1, type 2 and monogenic diabetes, presence of 1 or more autoantibodies (GAD and ICA) indicates type 1 diabetes with a need for insulin replacement therapy; however, the absence of autoantibodies does not rule out type 1 diabetes. If the person has clinical features suggestive of monogenic diabetes (familial diabetes with autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance >2 generations, onset <25 years, not having obesity), genetic testing for monogenic diabetes may be performed (7) .
While very low C-peptide levels measured after months of clinical stabilization may favour type 1 diabetes (8), they are not helpful in acute hyperglycemia (9, 10) . Combined use of autoantibody testing and C-peptide measurement at diagnosis may have diagnostic and prognostic utility in pediatric diabetes, but requires further study (11) (see Type 2 Diabetes in Children and Adolescents chapter, p. S247). One study found that, among individuals presenting in diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA), those with 3 negative antibodies and fasting C-peptide levels >0.33 nmol/L (1 to 3 weeks after resolution of the DKA and 10 hours after the last dose of rapid-or intermediate-acting insulin or metformin, and 24 hours after the last dose of sulfonylurea or long-acting insulin) were often able to discontinue insulin, and be treated with noninsulin antihyperglycemic agents when blood glucose (BG) rose (12) . Genetic risk scoring for type 1 diabetes may provide marginal additional information over clinical features and autoantibodies, but it is too early to know its utility in clinical practice (13) . Clinical judgement with safe management and ongoing follow up is a prudent approach for all people diagnosed with diabetes, regardless of the type.
Diagnostic Criteria

Diabetes
The diagnostic criteria for diabetes are summarized in Table 3 (1). These criteria are based on venous samples and laboratory methods (14) . A fasting plasma glucose (FPG) level of 7.0 mmol/L correlates most closely with a 2-hour plasma glucose (2hPG) value of ≥11.1 mmol/L in a 75 g oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), and each predicts the development of retinopathy (15) . The relationship between A1C and retinopathy is similar to that of FPG or 2hPG with a threshold at around 6.5% (2, (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . Although the diagnosis of diabetes is based on an A1C threshold for developing microvascular disease, A1C is also a continuous cardiovascular (CV) risk factor and a better predictor of CV events than FPG or 2hPG (23, 24) . Although very specific, A1C is less sensitive to diagnose diabetes than traditional glucose criteria, there are, however, several advantages to using A1C for diabetes diagnosis (25, 26) . A1C can be measured at any time of day and is more convenient than FPG or 2hPG in a 75 g OGTT. A1C testing also avoids the problem of day-to-day variability of glucose values as it reflects the average plasma glucose (PG) over the previous 2 to 3 months (1). In a Canadian context, A1C may identify more people as having diabetes than FPG (27) . However, other studies suggest A1C may not identify as many people as having diabetes compared to FPG or 2hPG (28) . In order to use A1C as a diagnostic criterion, A1C must be measured using a validated assay standardized to the National Glycohemoglobin Standardization Program-Diabetes Control and Complications Trial reference. It is important to note that A1C may be misleading in individuals with various hemoglobinopathies, hemolytic or iron deficiency anemias, iron deficiency without anemia, Graves' disease and severe hepatic and renal disease (29) (30) (31) (32) , although some evidence suggests that A1C may not be affected by these conditions in people without diabetes (33) (see Monitoring Glycemic Control chapter, p. S47). Studies also show the relationship between glucose levels and A1C varies between people living at extremes of altitude (34) . In addition, studies of various ethnicities indicate that African Americans, American Indians, Hispanics and Asians have A1C values that are up to 0.4% higher than those of nonHispanic white individuals at similar levels of glycemia (35) (36) (37) (38) , suggesting people from these ethnic groups would have a higher chance of being diagnosed with diabetes by current A1C criteria. Research is required to determine if A1C levels differ in Canadians of African descent or Indigenous peoples. The frequency of retinopathy begins to increase at lower A1C levels in African-Americans than in Caucasians, which suggests a lower threshold for diagnosing diabetes in persons of African descent may be needed (39) , whereas a threshold of 6.5% for predicting retinopathy has been validated in large Japanese and Asian cohorts (20, 21) . A1C values also are affected by age, rising by up to 0.1% per decade of life (40, 41) . More studies may help to determine if age-or ethnic-specific adjusted A1C thresholds are required for diabetes diagnosis. In addition, A1C is not recommended for diagnostic purposes in children and adolescents (as the sole diagnostic test), pregnant women as part of routine screening for gestational diabetes, those with cystic fibrosis (42) or those with suspected type 1 diabetes (see Diabetes and Pregnancy chapter, p. S255; Type 2 Diabetes in Children and Adolescents chapter, p. S247).
Other measures of glycemia, such as fructosamine, glycated albumin and 1,5-anhydroglucitol have not been validated for the diagnosis of diabetes.
The decision of which test to use for diabetes diagnosis is left to clinical judgement (Table 3) . Each diagnostic test has advantages and disadvantages (43) ( Table 4 ). In the absence of symptomatic hyperglycemia, if a single laboratory test result is in the diabetes range, a repeat confirmatory laboratory test (FPG, A1C, 2hPG in a 75 g OGTT) must be done on another day. Such an approach confirms the diagnosis of diabetes in approximately 40% to 90% of people with an initial positive test (26, 44) . It is preferable that the same test be repeated (in a timely fashion) for confirmation, but a random PG in the diabetes range in an asymptomatic individual should be confirmed with an alternate test. In the case of symptomatic hyperglycemia, the diagnosis has been made and a confirmatory test is not required before treatment is initiated.
In individuals in whom type 1 diabetes is likely (younger or lean or symptomatic hyperglycemia, especially with ketonuria or ketonemia), confirmatory testing should not delay initiation of treatment to avoid rapid deterioration. If results of 2 different tests are available and both are above the diagnostic cut points, the diagnosis of diabetes is confirmed. When the results of more than 1 test are available (among FPG, A1C, 2hPG in a 75 g OGTT) and the results are discordant, the test whose result is above the diagnostic cut point should be repeated and the diagnosis made on the basis of the repeat test.
Prediabetes
The term "prediabetes" refers to IFG, IGT or an A1C of 6.0% to 6.4% (Table 5) , each of which places individuals at high risk of developing diabetes and its complications. Not all individuals with prediabetes will necessarily progress along the continuum of dysglycemia to develop diabetes. Indeed, a significant proportion of people who are diagnosed with IFG or IGT will revert to normoglycemia. While people with prediabetes do not have increased risk for microvascular disease as seen in diabetes, they are at risk for the development of diabetes and CVD (45) (46) (47) . Due to variability in the literature, it seems that IGT may or may not be more strongly associated with CVD outcomes than IFG, and A1C may or may not be more strongly associated with CVD outcomes than either IFG or IGT. Individuals identified as having both IFG and IGT are at higher risk for diabetes as well as CVD than people with either IFG or IGT alone. People with prediabetes, particularly in the context of the metabolic syndrome, would benefit from CV risk factor modification. While there is no worldwide consensus on the definition of IFG (48, 49) , Diabetes Canada defines IFG as an FPG value of 6.1 to 6.9 mmol/L due to the higher risk of developing diabetes in these individuals compared to defining IFG as an FPG value of 5.6 to 6.9 mmol/L (49). While there is a continuum of risk for diabetes in individuals with A1C levels between 5.5% to 6.4%, population studies demonstrate that A1C levels of 6.0% to 6.4% are associated with a higher risk for diabetes compared to levels between 5.5% to 6.0% (50) . While the American Diabetes Association defines prediabetes as an A1C between 5.7% to 6.4%, Diabetes Canada has based the definition on a higher risk group and includes an A1C of 6.0% to 6.4% as a diagnostic criterion for prediabetes (1) . However, A1C levels <6.0% can indeed be associated with an increased risk for diabetes (50) . The combination of an FPG of 6.1 to 6.9 mmol/L and an A1C of 6.0% to 6.4% is predictive of 100% progression to type 2 diabetes over a 5-year period (51).
Metabolic Syndrome
Prediabetes and type 2 diabetes are often manifestations of a much broader underlying disorder (52) , including the metabolic syndrome, a highly prevalent, multifaceted condition characterized by a constellation of abnormalities that include abdominal obesity, hypertension, dyslipidemia and elevated BG. Individuals with the metabolic syndrome are at significant risk of developing CVD. While metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes often coexist, those with metabolic syndrome without diabetes are at significant risk of developing diabetes. Evidence exists to support an aggressive approach to identifying and treating people, not only those with hyperglycemia, but also those with the associated CV risk factors that make up the metabolic syndrome, such as hypertension, dyslipidemia and abdominal obesity, in the hope of significantly reducing CV morbidity and mortality.
Various diagnostic criteria for the metabolic syndrome have been proposed. In 2009, a harmonized definition of the metabolic syndrome was established, with at least 3 or more criteria required for diagnosis (53) ( Table 6 • Canada; USA.
≥102 ≥88
• Europids; Middle-Eastern; Sub-Saharan African; Mediterranean ≥94 ≥80
• Asians; Japanese; South and Central
Americans
≥90 ≥80
Elevated TG (mmol/L) (drug treatment for elevated TG is an alternate indicator †)
≥1.7
Reduced HDL-C (mmol/L) (drug treatment for reduced HDL-C is an alternate indicator †) (53) .
† The most commonly used drugs for elevated TG and reduced HDL-C are fibrates and nicotinic acid. A person taking one of these drugs can be presumed to have high TG and reduced HDL-C. High-dose omega-3 fatty acids presumes high TG.
